Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Pathway, GCS 15

GCS 15

- Loss of consciousness
- Peri-event amnesia
- Post-traumatic vertigo, headache, nausea/vomiting
- Confusion/disorientation to time, place, person
- Cephalohematoma, head wounds
- Evidence of clinical intoxication
- Focal neurological signs/deficits
- Post-traumatic seizures
- Known anti-coagulation use (specifically, warfarin)

YES

CT Head

YES

(-) Acute findings

ADMISSION

NO

D/C with “Head Injury” Instruction packet

NO

(-) Acute findings

(1) May D/C if no other injuries requiring admission
(2) D/C with “Head Injury” Instruction packet
(3) Follow-up with TBI clinics if patient has concussive symptoms
   (Guillamondegui or NP clinic)
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